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Emergency reporting system pic

When an incident occurs, the Rover instantly transmits a call to your responding mobile devices, shaving seconds from their response. With one tap on the Rover app, responders send their availability while Rover automatically retrieves their credentials, location and travel time. Once the replies confirm their acceptance, Rover provides anyone with secure access to the rover
portal (via station dashboard, laptop, on-board tablet or mobile phone) with the precise location of each transmitter and countdown to their arrival. Make data-driven decisions with nearly 700 pre-configured system reports along with dynamic Response Analytics, industry-only Safety Analytics pump panel, and powerful dashboards. Issue permissions, enter planning information
before an incident, upload occupancy-related files, and create an audit trail of all actions taken on the building, from initial plan entry to release of occupancy certificates. Improve your ISO score and adhere to OVAP, NFPA 1500, NFPA 1300 along with other known accreditations. We've covered your standards! Are you ready to give emergency reporting a test drive? Sign up
today for a free trial of the system without obligation. Play You are currently using an older browser and your experience may not be optimal. Consider upgrading. learn more. The rover takes response management to a new level. When an incident occurs, the Rover instantly transmits a call to your responding mobile devices, shaving seconds from their response. Emergency
reporting (ER) offers a state solution for reporting data from the State Forestry Department by combining them with regular NFIRS reports. VISION Risk Assessment™ is a dynamic tool that allows departments to analyze and categorize the risks present in their community, compare data with other departments across the country, and generate vulnerability occupancy profile
assessments for all occupancy within their response area. A picture is worth a thousand words, and when you manage a large coverage area, a map can be worth hundreds of working hours. Google Maps integration lets you understand districts or coverage areas in new and powerful ways. EMS Billing Link by Emergency Reporting provides a quick and easy way to transfer
patient care data from your account to EMS billing software. Pull data directly from your agency's local 911 dispatch systems with a CAD interface from emergency reporting. FirstPCR is an electronic single sheet created specifically for first responders that documents the patient's basic information related to EMS calls directly to your emergency reporting account. How well do you
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